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How neural circuits in the brain process vocal signals in vertebrates is largely unknown. For most primates, calls that mediate interactions among conspecifics are crucial for survival (1).
Besides calling for foods and alarms, primates use calls to judge the intention and motivational 5 levels of others and modulate their own behaviors appropriately (2, 3). As a highly social nonhuman primate species living in families, marmoset represents a desirable animal model for studying neural substrates underlying complex vocal communication (4) (5) (6) . Previous functional magnetic resonance imaging studies on non-human primates and humans have shown a caudal-torostral gradient of vocal sound-selectivity from the primary auditory cortex (A1) to higher auditory 10 areas, with regions in the anterior temporal lobe exhibiting the highest preference for complex vocal sounds or speech (7) (8) (9) (10) . Neurophysiological studies in macaque auditory cortices showed that single neuron responses to calls and other salient sounds are more selective in rostral regions of the superior temporal cortex (the 'rostrotemporal polar area') than in the more caudal A1 area (11). Analogous to face cells in the visual system, neurons highly selective to specific calls are 15 thought to reside in higher auditory areas. However, the possibility remains that early stages of the cortical pathway such as A1 could also encode specific calls.
In this study, we examined the coding property of A1 neurons in the common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus). We performed two-photon calcium imaging to monitor neuronal activity over 20 a large population of A1 neurons in head-fixed awake animals at the single-cell resolution. This approach allowed us to identify distinct syllable-specific ensembles of layer 2/3 neurons that respond selectively to monosyllables or disyllables found in natural marmoset calls, with stable selectivity over one-week recording period. We also found that these syllable-selective responses are highly susceptible to disruption by anesthesia and that there is a stringent requirement for the 25 sequence and temporal proximity of the two monosyllables constituting the disyllable. These results indicate that auditory processing of natural calls occurs at the earliest stage of the cortical pathway, and underscore the advantage of examining neuronal activity at the single-cell resolution over large neuronal populations in the awake animal.
Calcium imaging of neuronal activity in awake marmoset A1
We first performed imaging of intrinsic optical signals in anesthetized marmosets to identify the A1 area based on its tonotopic organization ( Fig. 1A) , as described in previous reports (12, 13) .
We then loaded the synthetic Ca 2+ -sensitive dye Cal-520AM (14) into specific tonotopic A1 areas in head-fixed anesthetized marmosets, and labeled neurons were identified by their soma 5 morphology (see Methods). Two-photon calcium imaging of A1 neuronal activity began 2 hours after dye loading when the marmoset was in the awake state ( Fig. 1B ). When we presented 3 monosyllables (Phee, Twitter, and Trill) and 2 disyllables (TrillPhee and TrillTwitter) in a random sequence, many individual neurons responded preferentially to one or multiple syllables, as shown by the changes (ΔF/F) in Ca-520AM fluorescence (Fig. 1C ). In an alternative approach, we 10 injected tetracycline (Tet)-activated AAV vector expressing genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f into A1 and performed two-photon imaging 4 weeks after injection and 3 days after Tet feeding (Methods, Fig. 1D ). Similar robust differential calcium responses to various syllables were also observed ( Fig. 1E ), although the number of cells expressing GCaMP6f was in general lower than that of Cal-520AM-loaded cells. Since both calcium imaging approaches yielded similar 15 results, the data were pooled in some analyses.
The GCaMP6 expression approach allows long-term recording of the same population of neurons in the marmoset A1. We have recorded syllable-evoked responses in a marmoset over a 1-week period (on day 1, 4 and 8, Fig. 1F ) and found that the preferential responses of various 20 neurons were largely maintained. This relative stability of calcium signals is illustrated by the similarity in normalized ΔF/F with time for each responsive neuron ( Fig. 1G ). We did notice, however, a gradual reduction of the absolute magnitude of GCaMP6f signals over the 1-week period, presumably due to the reduced GCaMP6f expression with time in the Tet-on expression system (15) .
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Monosyllable-and disyllable-selective A1 neurons
Among the 5 syllables recorded from our marmoset colony, we chose 4 most common syllables for the standard set for this study: monosyllables Phee (P), Twitter (Tw), Trill (Tr) and disyllable TrillPhee (TrP) (6) . Each syllable has distinct spectral and temporal dynamics, but all 30 have dominant spectral power at frequencies around 8 to 10 kHz ( Fig. 2A ). When these syllables were presented in a random sequence to the awake animal, many cells responded selectively to a specific syllable, as depicted by the examples in Figure 2B . Twitter-selective A1 neurons were previously detected in anesthetized marmosets by electrophysiological recording (16, 17) . Our calcium imaging in awake animals now uncovered substantial populations of neurons that responded selectively to all 4 standard syllables. We defined a neuron to be syllable-selective when 5 the mean response (ΔF/F) evoked by one syllable was significantly larger than those by the other Fig. S2A ). Notably, the peak response time for neurons within each syllable-specific ensemble varied widely across the entire syllable duration, and some neurons showed sustained responses after the syllable offset ( Fig. 2C ). The number of neurons with different peak response times was non-uniform, with higher number of cells with peak responses at one or more distinct times ( Fig. 2D ). Furthermore, we found substantial variability in the relative sizes of 4 syllable- 15 specific ensembles among the 3 marmosets studied ( , and a few neurons showed positive ΔF/F in response to one syllable but negative ΔF/F to another ( Fig. S2B ). Among single syllable-selective neurons, Twitter neurons were most common, followed by Phee neurons, and TrillPhee and Trill neurons were less common (Fig. 2F ). The predominance of Twitter neurons may account for the fact that 25 they were the only type of syllable-selective neurons detected by electrophysiological recording from anesthetized animals (21). The syllable selectivity was further quantified using syllable selectivity index (SSI, see Methods), and most syllable-selective neurons exhibited high selectivity (with SSI > 0.33, or 2-fold difference, Fig. 2G ).
In the above experiments, the tonotopic property (determined by prior intrinsic optical imaging) of the A1 area chosen for the measurement varied from 2 to 8 kHz. We have also measured responses to pure tones (in the range 0.5-16 kHz) as well as test syllables in two Cal-520AM loaded marmosets ( Fig. S3A-D) . We found that the 8-kHz area contained more syllableselective neurons than pure-tone responsive neurons (25% vs. 14%), whereas the opposite was true 5 for 2-kHz area (22% vs. 38%) ( Fig. S3E-H) . Furthermore, the percentage of neurons showing both syllable-selective and pure-tone responses was lower in 8-kHz area (6%) than that in 2 kHz area (12%). This is consistent with the dominant spectral power of natural marmoset syllables at 8-kHz.
Nevertheless, 2-kHz area still contained a substantial number of syllable-selective neurons. 10 For 3 marmosets labeled with Cal-520AM, we further examined the spatial distribution of syllable-selective neurons within the imaging area, and found that these cells were largely intermingled ( Fig. 2H ). However, the nearest-neighbor distances for neurons in the same syllablespecific ensemble were on average smaller than those found for the same number of randomly selected neurons regardless of their syllable selectivity ( Fig. 2I , P < 0.05, bootstrap), suggesting 15 closer spatial proximity of neurons within each ensemble.
Disyllable-selective neurons in marmoset A1
Marmosets make disyllable calls comprising two temporally linked monosyllables.
Consistent with previous reports (22), we detected two types of disyllable, TrillPhee (TrP) and 20 TrillTwitter (TrTw), in our marmoset colony ( Fig. 3A and 3B ). As illustrated in Fig. 3A and 3B, neuronal responses to these two disyllables occurred with a substantial delay, mostly after the onset of the second constituent monosyllable, with a small minority of them also responded weakly to isolated constituent monosyllables (cell 2, Fig. 3A and 3B ). Thus, disyllable neurons responded to two temporally linked monosyllables rather than monosyllables themselves. On the other hand, 25 the lack of response of Phee and Twitter neurons (see Fig. S2B and S2C) to the same monosyllable within the disyllable indicates that immediate prior presence of Trill suppressed the response of Phee and Twitter neurons. These findings suggest that higher-order processing via intracortical circuits or top-down feedback may be involved in generating syllable-selective responses.
All imaging data on TrillPhee neurons ( Fig. 3C , 2 Cal-520AM marmosets) and TrillTwitter neurons ( Fig. 3D , 1 GCaMP6 marmoset) were summarized by the heat map, together with all neurons responsive to the constituent monosyllables ( Fig. 3D ). These maps clearly demonstrate that TrillPhee and TrillTwitter neurons in general did not respond during the initial presence of Trill and the size of disyllable ensembles was as large as those of their constituent monosyllables. 5 Previous studies on auditory processing in non-human primates were performed mostly on anesthetized animals (21). Single-unit recordings showed that only neurons with transient soundevoked firing could be found in anesthetized marmosets, but sustained firing was recorded from some neurons in awake animals (23). In this study, we have compared the response properties of 10 the same population of syllable-selective neurons before and after anesthesia with a fentanyl cocktail (12) . As shown by the heat-map for all syllable-selective neurons ( Fig. 3E ), anesthesia markedly reduced both the amplitude and duration of syllable-evoked responses. TrillPhee neuron became completely non-responsive after anesthesia. Some monosyllable neurons kept their response selectivity but altered their response profiles (for Twitter neuron, Fig. 3F ; for Phee and 15 Trill neurons, Fig. S5B ). The results for all syllable-selective neurons (n = 62) were summarized by plotting the average syllable-evoked peak responses before and after anesthesia ( Fig. 3G ). We found that anesthesia resulted in the complete loss of responsiveness in disyllable neurons, and monosyllable neurons were significantly reduced in number and syllable selectivity, as measured by SSIs ( Fig. S5C ).
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Sequence and interval requirement for constituent monosyllables within disyllables
Two critical elements of vocal communication are the temporal sequence and the interval of syllables. We thus further examined whether the disyllable-selective responses of A1 neurons depend on the sequence of and time interval between two constituent monosyllables. We first 25 artificially reconstructed disyllables by reversing the temporal sequence of constituent monosyllables. As shown by two example neurons in Fig. 4A , the selective responses to TrillPhee were completely lost when the sequence of Trill/Phee was reversed to Phee/Trill. One neuron ( Fig.   4A , right) also responded with equal amplitude to the isolated Phee. Such loss of disyllable responses after sequence reversal was found for all neurons recorded in a GCaMP6f-expressing marmoset ( Fig. 4B and 4C) . Thus, the sequence of constituent monosyllables is critical for disyllable-selective responses.
The requirement of temporal proximity of two constituent monosyllables was further examined by testing the effect of artificially reconstructed disyllables in which the interval between two 5 monosyllables was extended gradually from 10 ms up to 4 sec ( Fig. 4D ). As shown by example 
Novel combination of monosyllables evoked no selective response
We have also constructed novel (artificial) disyllables from two natural monosyllables Twitter and Phee, with the same temporal proximity as those in natural disyllables ( Fig. 5A and 4B ). These novel disyllables TwitterPhee and PheeTwitter were never observed in our natural marmoset colony. In two marmosets, we found no A1 neuron that showed selective response to either 20 disyllables, and all responsive neurons were selectively responding to either Twitter or Phee (Fig.   5C ), with peak amplitudes slightly lower than those evoked by isolated Phee and Twitter, respectively ( Fig. 5D-F ), suggesting mutual suppressive actions when two monsyllables appeared with close temporal proximity. Thus, disyllable-selective A1 neurons were specific developed for detecting disyllables found in natural calls, rather than any set of temporally linked monosyllables. 25 Previous studies have shown that selectivity to a specific sensory stimulus could be enhanced and induced by repeated exposure (24, 25). We found that after repeatedly exposure of the novel PheeTwitter for 50 or 150 times to an awake marmoset (at 2-s interval), no PheeTwitter-selective response was detected (Fig. 5G ). Quantitative analysis of SSIs of neurons that responded to 30 monosyllables Phee and Twitter as well as novel PheeTwitter and TwitterPhee did not change their SSIs after repetitive exposure to the novel disyllables ( Fig. S6) . Thus, the circuitry for selective detection of novel disyllable calls could not be shaped simply by the short-term repetitive exposure used in the present study. Previous studies on auditory processing in A1 have characterized the tonotopic organization and spectra-temporal properties of neuronal responses, involving feed-forward thalamocortical inputs and intracortical processing by local circuits (30-32). Several lines of evidence found here point to a more extensive processing of auditory signals than previously recognized. First, substantial fractions of A1 neurons are devoted to detecting complex sound features of natural 30 syllables rather than the frequencies of constituent sounds. Second, responses to artificial disyllables showed the existence of substantial crosstalk between monosyllables (e.g., Phee and Twitter), since selective responses evoked by each monosyllable was reduced by the immediate prior presence of the other (Fig. 5D-F ). Such crosstalk may involve cortical inhibitory circuits within A1. Third, peak activity of individual neurons within each syllable-specific ensemble were found to tile the entire syllable duration in a non-uniform manner (Fig. 2D ), suggesting large 5 variation in local recurrent connections or higher-order circuit mechanisms. Finally, disyllableselective cells are responsive to two monosyllables linked by a proper sequence and an interval less than ~1 sec, and are highly vulnerable to anesthesia. All these findings point to the existence of complex circuitry for temporal sequence and interval processing in A1. 10 Tonotopic maps in rodent A1 undergo plastic changes following exposure to artificial sounds with specific frequency characteristics (33-35), indicating plasticity of neural circuits in A1.
Syllable-selective responses reported here persisted over the one-week recording period, implicating the stability of underlying neural circuit functions. These circuits are likely to be established during early development for detecting natural sounds relevant to marmosets. 15 Marmoset vocalization undergoes substantial post-natal changes that depend on the social environment, such as the presence of parental vocal feedback (15) (16) (17) . In this study, we found that short-term repetitive exposure (up to 20 min) of novel disyllables did not induce the appearance of selectively responsive neurons. However, auditory perceptual learning could result in enhanced cortical response dynamics and mediate improvement of temporal processing in the rat (36). Thus, 20 it is possible that circuits for detecting novel syllables and syllable sequences could be established by training adult marmosets in behavioral relevant context or by exposing the marmoset to novel sounds during early development.
In summary, by using optical imaging of large populations of neurons in awake marmosets, 25 we have demonstrated that cortical processing of complex features of vocal sounds occurs in A1.
Whether other primary sensory cortices are also capable of processing complex features of natural sensory inputs remains to be explored. With the availability of optical methods for recording neuronal activity at single-cell resolution in non-human primates (15, (37) (38) (39) , together with intracellular recording from awake animals (40), further studies of sensory processing in the awake 30 non-human primates is likely to uncover previous unknown cortical mechanisms. 
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